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Global Stratification Paper
SOCIOLOGY: THE ESSENTIALS, Eighth Edition, uses the theme of debunking
myths to look behind the facades of everyday life, encourage you to question
common assumptions, and help you better understand how society is
constructed and sustained. This thorough yet streamlined text provides
exceptional coverage of diversity, including social factors such as age, religion,
sexual orientation, and region of residence, in addition to race, ethnicity, class,
and gender. Updated with coverage of the latest findings, trends, and themes,
this new edition’s reader-friendly presentation teaches you the concepts,
methods, and research that will sharpen your “sociological imagination” and help
you view the world from a different perspective. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
The Process of Stratification: Trends and Analyses discusses the conceptual
scheme developed by Blau and Duncan. The book elaborates Blau and Duncan's
description and analysis of socioencomic inequality, stratification, and inequality
of opportunity in American society during the early 1960s. The authors review the
assumptions and methods; they point to a different direction from the widely held
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assumption that occupational socioeconomic status is the primary determinant to
mobility. They also use the Alphabetical Index as the basis for better collection
method on data relating to occupation, industry and class of worker. As regards
occupational mobility, the authors note that such mobility is limited by the
depletion of occupational groups that higher-status occupations have sourced
from. They also point that American society is homogenous in the sense of the
determinants of socioeconomic achievements can exert influence. The authors
then discuss an exercise in theory construction of intergenerational transmission
of income. They conclude that income mobility is similar to occupational or
educational mobility; to be more precise, they note that empirical evidence should
be gathered. This book can prove useful for economists, sociologists, policy
makers, as well as academicians involved in societal studies.
Over the past two decades, the percentage of the world’s population living on
less than a dollar a day has been cut in half. How much of that improvement is
because of—or in spite of—globalization? While anti-globalization activists mount
loud critiques and the media report breathlessly on globalization’s perils and
promises, economists have largely remained silent, in part because of an
entrenched institutional divide between those who study poverty and those who
study trade and finance. Globalization and Poverty bridges that gap, bringing
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together experts on both international trade and poverty to provide a detailed
view of the effects of globalization on the poor in developing nations, answering
such questions as: Do lower import tariffs improve the lives of the poor? Has
increased financial integration led to more or less poverty? How have the poor
fared during various currency crises? Does food aid hurt or help the poor?
Poverty, the contributors show here, has been used as a popular and convenient
catchphrase by parties on both sides of the globalization debate to further their
respective arguments. Globalization and Poverty provides the more nuanced
understanding necessary to move that debate beyond the slogans.
An eye-opening and previously untold story, Factory Girls is the first look into the
everyday lives of the migrant factory population in China. China has 130 million
migrant workers—the largest migration in human history. In Factory Girls, Leslie T.
Chang, a former correspondent for the Wall Street Journal in Beijing, tells the
story of these workers primarily through the lives of two young women, whom she
follows over the course of three years as they attempt to rise from the assembly
lines of Dongguan, an industrial city in China’s Pearl River Delta. As she tracks
their lives, Chang paints a never-before-seen picture of migrant life—a world
where nearly everyone is under thirty; where you can lose your boyfriend and
your friends with the loss of a mobile phone; where a few computer or English
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lessons can catapult you into a completely different social class. Chang takes us
inside a sneaker factory so large that it has its own hospital, movie theater, and
fire department; to posh karaoke bars that are fronts for prostitution; to makeshift
English classes where students shave their heads in monklike devotion and sit
day after day in front of machines watching English words flash by; and back to a
farming village for the Chinese New Year, revealing the poverty and idleness of
rural life that drive young girls to leave home in the first place. Throughout this
riveting portrait, Chang also interweaves the story of her own family’s migrations,
within China and to the West, providing historical and personal frames of
reference for her investigation. A book of global significance that provides new
insight into China, Factory Girls demonstrates how the mass movement from
rural villages to cities is remaking individual lives and transforming Chinese
society, much as immigration to America’s shores remade our own country a
century ago.
This work analyses how political economic shifts contribute to competition within
higher education systems in the US, EU, and Canada. The authors highlight
competition for prestige and public and private subsidies, exploring the
consequences of these processes through theoretical and empirical analyses.
Accordingly, the work highlights topics that will be of interest to a wide range of
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audiences. Concepts addressed include stratification, privatization of formerly
public subsidies, preference for “high tech” academic fields, and the
vocationalization of the curriculum (i.e., Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics: [STEM] fields, selected professions, and business) rather than the
liberal arts or the Humboldtian vision of the university. Across national contexts
and analytic methods, authors analyze the growth of national policies that see
universities as a sub set of economic development, casting universities as
corporate research laboratories and education as central to job creation.
Throughout the volume, the authors make the case that national and regional
approaches to politics and markets result in different experiences of
consequences of academic capitalism. While these shifts serve the interests of
some institutions, others find themselves struggling to meet ever-greater
expectations with stagnant or shrinking resource bases.
Why the current Bretton Woods-like international financial system, featuring large
current account deficits in the center country, the United States, and massive
reserve accumulation by the periphery, is not sustainable. In Global Imbalances
and the Lessons of Bretton Woods, Barry Eichengreen takes issue with the
argument that today's international financial system is largely analogous to the
Bretton Woods System of the period 1958 to 1973. Then, as now, it has been
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argued, the United States ran balance of payment deficits, provided international
reserves to other countries, and acted as export market of last resort for the rest
of the world. Then, as now, the story continues, other countries were reluctant to
revalue their currencies for fear of seeing their export-led growth slow and
suffering capital losses on their foreign reserves. Eichengreen argues in
response that the power of historical analogy lies not just in finding parallels but
in highlighting differences, and he finds important differences in the structure of
the world economy today. Such differences, he concludes, mean that the current
constellation of exchange rates and payments imbalances is unlikely to last as
long as the original Bretton Woods System. Two of the most salient differences
are the twin deficits and low savings rate of the United States, which do not augur
well for the sustainability of the country's international position. Such differences,
he concludes, mean that the current constellation of exchange rates and
payments imbalances is unlikely to last as long as the original Bretton Woods
System. After identifying these differences, Eichengreen looks in detail at the
Gold Pool, the mechanism through which European central banks sought to
support the dollar in the 1960s. He shows that the Pool was fragile and short
lived, which does not bode well for collective efforts on the part of Asian central
banks to restrain reserve diversification and support the dollar today. He studies
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Japan's exit from its dollar peg in 1971, drawing lessons for China's transition to
greater exchange rate flexibility. And he considers the history of reserve currency
competition, asking if it has lessons for whether the dollar is destined to lose its
standing as preeminent international currency to the euro or even the Chinese
renminbi.
The Challenge of Slums presents the first global assessment of slums,
emphasizing their problems and prospects. Using a newly formulated operational
definition of slums, it presents estimates of the number of urban slum dwellers
and examines the factors at all level, from local to global, that underlie the
formation of slums as well as their social, spatial and economic characteristics
and dynamics. It goes on to evaluate the principal policy responses to the slum
challenge of the last few decades. From this assessment, the immensity of the
challenges that slums pose is clear. Almost 1 billion people live in slums, the
majority in the developing world where over 40 per cent of the urban population
are slum dwellers. The number is growing and will continue to increase unless
there is serious and concerted action by municipal authorities, governments, civil
society and the international community. This report points the way forward and
identifies the most promising approaches to achieving the United Nations
Millennium Declaration targets for improving the lives of slum dwellers by scaling
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up participatory slum upgrading and poverty reduction programmes. The Global
Report on Human Settlements is the most authoritative and up-to-date
assessment of conditions and trends in the world's cities. Written in clear
language and supported by informative graphics, case studies and extensive
statistical data, it will be an essential tool and reference for researchers,
academics, planners, public authorities and civil society organizations around the
world.
Professional Accounting Essays and Assignments - Second Edition. Give
yourself the edge with 1000++ Professional Accounting Essays and Assignments
Are you studying Accounting ? Struggling with a Professional Accounting Essays
and Assignments? You've come to the right place. We've included Professional
Accounting Essays and Assignments on this book to help. What you really need,
however, is an original, fresh answer to your Professional Accounting Essay and
Assignment questions, written just for you. That's exactly what we provide - and
your answer is written by a certified professional. We have writers who have
undergraduate and masters qualifications in Business Law , and who are experts
in your subject. Many work in the Business Law sector and so have both the
practical experience and also theorical knowledge, the work they produce is as
you would expect to the highest standards. The essays provided on this
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application are special for you.
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the
environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and often invisibly. Rob
Nixon focuses on the inattention we have paid to the lethality of many
environmental crises, in contrast with the sensational, spectacle-driven
messaging that impels public activism today.
This paper analyzes the extent of income inequality from a global perspective, its
drivers, and what to do about it. The drivers of inequality vary widely amongst
countries, with some common drivers being the skill premium associated with
technical change and globalization, weakening protection for labor, and lack of
financial inclusion in developing countries. We find that increasing the income
share of the poor and the middle class actually increases growth while a rising
income share of the top 20 percent results in lower growth—that is, when the rich
get richer, benefits do not trickle down. This suggests that policies need to be
country specific but should focus on raising the income share of the poor, and
ensuring there is no hollowing out of the middle class. To tackle inequality,
financial inclusion is imperative in emerging and developing countries while in
advanced economies, policies should focus on raising human capital and skills
and making tax systems more progressive.
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The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Social Theory presents a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary compendium of original entries focusing on the origins, evolution,
and global development of contemporary social theory. Presents a
comprehensive, interdisciplinary overview and analysis of all aspects of social
theory Features more than 850 in-depth, original entries contributed by
international experts Includes all major theories, theorists, schools of thought,
disciplines, debates, doctrines, developments, epistemologies, and
methodologies relating to the development of modern social theory Brings in
concepts from contemporary cultural studies, feminism, post-secularism, and
postmodernism Explores controversial contemporary debates relating to the
clash of civilization, environmentalism, post-colonialism, post-humanism,
cyborgs, and the life-extension project
In 2013, the World Bank Group announced two goals that would guide its
operations worldwide. First is the eradication of chronic extreme poverty bringing
the number of extremely poor people, defined as those living on less than 1.25
purchasing power parity (PPP)†“adjusted dollars a day, to less than 3 percent of
the world’s population by 2030.The second is the boosting of shared prosperity,
defined as promoting the growth of per capita real income of the poorest 40
percent of the population in each country. In 2015, United Nations member
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nations agreed in New York to a set of post-2015 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), the first and foremost of which is the eradication of extreme
poverty everywhere, in all its forms. Both the language and the spirit of the SDG
objective reflect the growing acceptance of the idea that poverty is a
multidimensional concept that reflects multiple deprivations in various aspects of
well-being. That said, there is much less agreement on the best ways in which
those deprivations should be measured, and on whether or how information on
them should be aggregated. Monitoring Global Poverty: Report of the
Commission on Global Poverty advises the World Bank on the measurement and
monitoring of global poverty in two areas: What should be the interpretation of the
definition of extreme poverty, set in 2015 in PPP-adjusted dollars a day per
person? What choices should the Bank make regarding complementary
monetary and nonmonetary poverty measures to be tracked and made available
to policy makers? The World Bank plays an important role in shaping the global
debate on combating poverty, and the indicators and data that the Bank collates
and makes available shape opinion and actual policies in client countries, and, to
a certain extent, in all countries. How we answer the above questions can
therefore have a major influence on the global economy.
Globalization and PovertyUniversity of Chicago Press
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In the newly emerging global economic order governments and policy makers are
keen to seek ideas from other countries and recognise the importance of looking
comparatively. This expansion of interest in comparative education brings new
challenges for the discipline: research may be undertaken by non-specialists (by
consultants and politicians or educationists from quite different backgrounds); the
short lifespan of democratically elected governments may lend attraction to
‘quick-fix’ solutions; statistics and data may be decontextualised. Added to
these challenges there is the worldwide proliferation of education providers
outside state control and the transformation of teaching and learning brought
about by the new information technology. This book rethinks the role of
comparative education in the light of these changing circumstances and looks at
the new opportunities they bring.
This volume brings together the most influential theoretical and empirical
contributions to the topic of trade and inequality from recent years. Segregating it
into four key areas, the collection forms a comprehensive study of the subject,
targeted at academic readers familiar with the main trade models and empirical
methods used in economics. The first two parts cover empirical evidence on
trade and inequality in developed and developing countries, while the third and
fourth sections confront transition dynamics following trade liberalization and new
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theoretical contributions inspired by the previously-discussed empirical evidence,
respectively.
In this book, Franklin Obeng-Odoom seeks to carefully explain, engage, and
systematically question the existing explanations of inequalities within Africa and
between Africa and the rest of the world using insights from the emerging field of
stratification economics. Drawing on multiple sources - including archival and
historical material and a wide range of survey data - he develops a distinctive
approach that combines key concepts in original institutional economics, such as
reasonable value, property, and the distribution of wealth, with other insights into
Africa's development and underdevelopment. While looking at the Africa-wide
situation, Obeng-Odoom also analyzes the experiences of inequalities within
specific countries. Comprehensive and engaging, Property, Institutions, and
Social Stratification in Africa is a useful resource for teaching and research on
Africa and the Global South.
Digital collaboration is abundant in today’s world, but it is often problematic and does not
provide an apt solution to the human need for comprehensive communication. Humans require
more personal interactions beyond what can be achieved online. Returning to Interpersonal
Dialogue and Understanding Human Communication in the Digital Age is a collection of
innovative studies on the methods and applications of comparing online human interactions to
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face-to-face interactions. While highlighting topics including digital collaboration, social media,
and privacy, this book is a vital reference source for public administrators, educators,
businesses, academicians, and researchers seeking current research on the importance of
non-digital communication between people.
The Credential Society is a classic on the role of higher education in American society and an
essential text for understanding the reproduction of inequality. Controversial at the time,
Randall Collins’s claim that the expansion of American education has not increased social
mobility, but rather created a cycle of credential inflation, has proven remarkably prescient.
Collins shows how credential inflation stymies mass education’s promises of upward mobility.
An unacknowledged spiral of the rising production of credentials and job requirements was
brought about by the expansion of high school and then undergraduate education, with
consequences including grade inflation, rising educational costs, and misleading job promises
dangled by for-profit schools. Collins examines medicine, law, and engineering to show the
ways in which credentialing closed these high-status professions to new arrivals. In an era
marked by the devaluation of high school diplomas, outcry about the value of expensive
undergraduate degrees, and the proliferation of new professional degrees like the MBA, The
Credential Society has more than stood the test of time. In a new preface, Collins discusses
recent developments, debunks claims that credentialization is driven by technological change,
and points to alternative pathways for the future of education.
What new theories, evidence, explanations, and policies have shaped our studies of income
distribution in the 21st century? Editors Tony Atkinson and Francois Bourguignon assemble
the expertise of leading authorities in this survey of substantive issues. In two volumes they
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address subjects that were not covered in Volume 1 (2000), such as education, health and
experimental economics; and subjects that were covered but where there have been
substantial new developments, such as the historical study of income inequality and
globalization. Some chapters discuss future growth areas, such as inheritance, the links
between inequality and macro-economics and finance, and the distributional implications of
climate change. They also update empirical advances and major changes in the policy
environment. The volumes define and organize key areas of income distribution studies
Contributors focus on identifying newly developing questions and opportunities for future
research The authoritative articles emphasize the ways that income mobility and inequality
studies have recently gained greater political significance
While there is no denying that the world has made huge progress against absolute poverty
over the last 200 years, until recent times the bulk of that progress had been made in wealthy
countries only. The good news is that we have seen greater progress against poverty in the
developing world in recent times-indeed, a faster pace of progress against extreme poverty
than the rich world saw over a period of 100 years or more of economic development.
However, continuing progress is far from assured. High and rising inequality has stalled
progress against poverty in many countries. We are seeing generally rising relative poverty in
the rich world as a whole over recent decades. And even in the developing world, there has
been less progress in reaching the poorest, who risk being left behind, and a great many
people in the emerging middle class remain highly vulnerable to falling back into poverty. The
Economics of Poverty strives to support well-informed efforts to put in place effective policies
to assure continuing success in reducing poverty in all its dimensions. The book reviews
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critically the past and present debates on the central policy issues of economic development
everywhere. How much poverty is there? Why does poverty exist? What can be done to
eliminate poverty? Martin Ravallion provides an accessible new synthesis of current
knowledge on these issues. It does not assume that readers know economics already. Those
new to economics get a lot of help along the way in understanding its concepts and methods.
Economics lives though its relevance to real world problems, and here the problem of global
poverty is both the central focus and a vehicle for learning.
This report examines the links between inequality and other major global trends (or
megatrends), with a focus on technological change, climate change, urbanization and
international migration. The analysis pays particular attention to poverty and labour market
trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides
policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and considers
the policy implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support their implementation.
Radical History Review presents innovative scholarship and commentary that looks critically at
the past and its history from a non-sectarian left perspective.
"This book traces the emergence of mass production and Fordism, its accompanying ideology,
first in the United States and then in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union"-Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) has been extensively used in diverse disciplines, with a
variety of MCDM techniques used to solve complex problems. A primary challenge faced by
research scholars is to decode these techniques using detailed step-by-step analysis with case
studies and data sets. The scope of such work would help decision makers to understand the
process of using MCDM techniques appropriately to solve complex issues without making
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mistakes. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis in Management provides innovative insights into the
rationale behind using MCDM techniques to solve decision-making problems and provides
comprehensive discussions on these techniques from their inception, development, and growth
to their advancements and applications. The content within this publication examines hybrid
multicriteria models, value theory, and data envelopment. Ideal for researchers, management
professionals, students, operations scholars, and academicians, this scholarly work supports
and enhances the decision-making process.
The book provides theoretical and empirical evidence on how world trade evolves, how trade
affects resource allocation, how trade competition affects productivity, how China shock affects
world trade and how trade affects large and small countries. It is a useful reference which
focuses on new approaches to international trade by looking into country-specific as well as
firm-product level-specific cases.
A deepening understanding of the importance of climate change has caused a recent and
rapid increase in the number of climate change or climate-related laws. Trends in Climate
Change Legislation offers an astute analysis of the political, institutional and economic factors
that have motivated this surge, placing it into context.
Research in Social Stratification and Mobility continues its tradition of publishing the best and
most innovative research on the changing landscape of social inequality the world over. This
issue focuses on different dimensions of social closure and their relationship to social
inequality processes, including the changing role that education plays in sorting people into
favorable and unfavorable labor market positions across a global diversity of cultural settings.
This issue also examines the fluid boundaries of race and ethnicity in contentious political
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settings, relationships between attitudes and collective action, and the role that technology and
political context plays in promoting economic development and well-being. These topics and
the research methodologies they represent display the vitality of social science research
dealing with social stratification and the wide array of methods, contexts, and policies that
directly affect the life chances of most of the world's peoples. This issue also marks a
continuation of the ties developed between RSSM and the Social Stratification and Mobility
section of the International Sociological Association (RC-28). This collaboration promises to
promote and disseminate social inequality research throughout the world through an
established network of distinguished international contributors and commentators.
Focuses on the two central conflicts of capitalism, bourgeois versus proletarian and core
versus periphery.
The economic boom of the 1990s veiled a grim reality: in addition to the growing gap between
rich and poor, the gap between good and bad quality jobs was also expanding. The postwar
prosperity of the mid-twentieth century had enabled millions of American workers to join the
middle class, but as author Arne L. Kalleberg shows, by the 1970s this upward movement had
slowed, in part due to the steady disappearance of secure, well-paying industrial jobs. Ever
since, precarious employment has been on the rise—paying low wages, offering few benefits,
and with virtually no long-term security. Today, the polarization between workers with higher
skill levels and those with low skills and low wages is more entrenched than ever. Good Jobs,
Bad Jobs traces this trend to large-scale transformations in the American labor market and the
changing demographics of low-wage workers. Kalleberg draws on nearly four decades of
survey data, as well as his own research, to evaluate trends in U.S. job quality and suggest
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ways to improve American labor market practices and social policies. Good Jobs, Bad Jobs
provides an insightful analysis of how and why precarious employment is gaining ground in the
labor market and the role these developments have played in the decline of the middle class.
Kalleberg shows that by the 1970s, government deregulation, global competition, and the rise
of the service sector gained traction, while institutional protections for workers—such as unions
and minimum-wage legislation—weakened. Together, these forces marked the end of postwar
security for American workers. The composition of the labor force also changed significantly;
the number of dual-earner families increased, as did the share of the workforce comprised of
women, non-white, and immigrant workers. Of these groups, blacks, Latinos, and immigrants
remain concentrated in the most precarious and low-quality jobs, with educational attainment
being the leading indicator of who will earn the highest wages and experience the most job
security and highest levels of autonomy and control over their jobs and schedules. Kalleberg
demonstrates, however, that building a better safety net—increasing government responsibility
for worker health care and retirement, as well as strengthening unions—can go a long way
toward redressing the effects of today’s volatile labor market. There is every reason to expect
that the growth of precarious jobs—which already make up a significant share of the American
job market—will continue. Good Jobs, Bad Jobs deftly shows that the decline in U.S. job quality
is not the result of fluctuations in the business cycle, but rather the result of economic
restructuring and the disappearance of institutional protections for workers. Only government,
employers and labor working together on long-term strategies—including an expanded safety
net, strengthened legal protections, and better training opportunities—can help reverse this
trend. A Volume in the American Sociological Association’s Rose Series in Sociology.
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Why has inequality increased in the Western world - and what can we do about it? In The
Great Divide, Joseph E. Stiglitz expands on the diagnosis he offered in his best-selling book
The Price of Inequality and suggests ways to counter this growing problem. With his
characteristic blend of clarity and passion, Stiglitz argues that inequality is a choice - the
cumulative result of unjust policies and misguided priorities. In these essays, articles and
reflections, Stiglitz fully exposes the inequality - from its dimensions and its causes to its
consequences for the world - that is afflicting America and other Western countries in thrall to
neoliberalism. From Reagan-era policies to the Great Recession and its long aftermath, Stiglitz
delves into the processes and irresponsible policies - deregulation, tax cuts for the rich, the
corruption of the political process - that are leaving many people further and further behind and
turning the dream of a socially mobile society into an ever more unachievable myth. With
formidable yet accessible economic insight, he urges us to embrace real solutions: increasing
taxes on corporations and the wealthy; investing in education, science, and infrastructure;
helping homeowners instead of banks; and, most importantly, doing more to restore the
economy to full employment. Stiglitz's analysis reaches beyond America - the inequality leader
of the developed world - to draw lessons from Scandinavia, Singapore, and Japan, and he
argues against the tide of unnecessary, destructive austerity that is sweeping across Europe.
Ultimately, Stiglitz believes our choice is not between growth and fairness; with the right
policies, we can choose both.
"The paper presents a nontechnical summary of the current state of debate on the
measurement and implications of global inequality (inequality between citizens of the world). It
discusses the relationship between globalization and global inequality. And it shows why global
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inequality matters and proposes a scheme for global redistribution. "--World Bank web site.
"Social Inequality in Canada brings a comparative perspective to the question of the
uniqueness of Canadian society. Do Canadians believe they can succeed on the basis of their
own abilities? And how do they compare with Americans, Germans, Italians, Australians and
Russians? There is much debate as to how Canadians differ from or resemble citizens of other
countries, particularly the United States. Is it true that we are more tolerant and deferential than
our southern neighbours, or more accepting of the actions of government in our lives? Do
Quebecers view the world differently from other Canadians? Do women see society differently
from men? Comparisons such as these, approached through survey analysis, yield up a true
portrait of national identity."--BOOK JACKET.

Abstract: Developing countries start the decade facing two major challenges: to
continue the social and economic progress of the past 30 years in an
international climate that looks less helpful; and to tackle the plight of the 800
million people living in absolute poverty, who have benefitted too little from past
progress. This report examines some of the difficulties and prospects in both
areas. One of its central themes is the importance of people in development. The
first part of the report addresses the expected sluggish world economic growth as
oil-importing countries reduce their current account deficits and adapt to higher
energy costs. Domestic policies of developing countries will be crucial, and the
fate of poor people in these countries will be decided largely by domestic
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opportunities and policies. The second part of the report describes the role of
human development programs (in education, health, nutrition, and fertility
reduction) and their related effects on productivity and population growth.
This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of financial cycles using a large
database covering 21 advanced countries over the period 1960:1-2007:4.
Specifically, we analyze cycles in credit, house prices, and equity prices. We
report three main results. First, financial cycles tend to be long and severe,
especially those in housing and equity markets. Second, they are highly
synchronized within countries, particularly credit and house price cycles. The
extent of synchronization of financial cycles across countries is high as well,
mainly for credit and equity cycles, and has been increasing over time. Third
financial cycles accentuate each other and become magnified, especially during
coincident downturns in credit and housing markets. Moreover, globally
synchronized downturns tend to be associated with more prolonged and costly
episodes, especially for credit and equity cycles. We discuss how these findings
can guide future research on various aspects of financial market developments.
Class and its linkage to politics became a controversial and exciting topic again in
the 1990s. Terry Clark and Seymour Martin Lipset published "Are Social Classes
Dying?" in 1991, which sparked a lively debate and much new research. The
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main critics of Clark and Lipset—at Oxford and Berkeley—held (initially) that class
was more persistent than Clark and Lipset suggested. The positions were sharply
opposed and involved several conceptual and methodological concerns. But the
issues grew more nuanced as further reflections and evidence accumulated. This
book draws on four main conferences organized by the editors. Sharply
contrasting views are forcefully argued with rich and subtle evidence. The volume
includes a broad overview and synthesis; major reports by leading participants;
and original theoretical and empirical contributions.
We study the effects and historical contribution of monetary policy shocks to
consumption and income inequality in the United States since 1980.
Contractionary monetary policy actions systematically increase inequality in labor
earnings, total income, consumption and total expenditures. Furthermore,
monetary shocks can account for a significant component of the historical cyclical
variation in income and consumption inequality. Using detailed micro-level data
on income and consumption, we document the different channels via which
monetary policy shocks affect inequality, as well as how these channels depend
on the nature of the change in monetary policy.
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health
than others. Those disparities are caused not only by fundamental differences in
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health status across segments of the population, but also because of inequities in
factors that impact health status, so-called determinants of health. Only part of an
individual's health status depends on his or her behavior and choice; communitywide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing,
poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and decaying neighborhoods
also contribute to health inequities, as well as the historic and ongoing interplay
of structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are not
optimal in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can
be mitigated by social policies that can shape health in powerful ways.
Communities in Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes
of and the solutions to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses
on what communities can do to promote health equity, what actions are needed
by the many and varied stakeholders that are part of communities or support
them, as well as the root causes and structural barriers that need to be
overcome.
Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical, onesemester introductory sociology course. It offers comprehensive coverage of core
concepts, foundational scholars, and emerging theories, which are supported by
a wealth of engaging learning materials. The textbook presents detailed section
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reviews with rich questions, discussions that help students apply their knowledge,
and features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways. The
second edition retains the book's conceptual organization, aligning to most
courses, and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and
provide examples most relevant to today's students. In order to help instructors
transition to the revised version, the 2e changes are described within the preface.
The images in this textbook are grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths,
Nathan Keirns, Eric Strayer, Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo, Tommy
Sadler, Sally Vyain, Jeff Bry, Faye Jones
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